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Gull Island SeeBird Camera 

2016 Activity Report 

Over the summer of 2016, the Pratt Museum installed the seasonal “Gull Island SeeBird 

Camera” on the northeastern promontory of Gull Island. Selected portions of the system 

were upgraded, as described below. Sensitive equipment was removed from the island 

before the fall. Access to the island for each trip was by vessel (as named below), to the 

only viable approach site, a protected cove on the eastern face of the island. 

On May 2, 2016, Pratt Museum Curator 

of Exhibits Scott Bartlett, project 

assistant Jason Sodergren (electrical 

engineer and ornithologist), and a 

technician from SpitWspots (wireless 

internet provider) traveled to Gull Island 

via Bay Excursions Water Taxi (“Torega” 

AK 4243 F) to install the digital video 

camera and transmitter. This camera had been prototyped on the island during 2014, and 

operated throughout the summer of 2015. Minor upgrades to electrical components this 

season included an IP switch allowing remote power control and battery voltage monitoring, 

as well as a stereo audio signal converter and 2 microphones. Rather than running 

additional cable to the camera, these microphones were attached to the 

antenna/solar/battery armature. 

After some back-end computer work, the camera 

system was online and accessible at the Pratt Museum 

on May 6. Sodergren set up the streaming video feed 

to simulcast on the Pratt Museum’s YouTube channel as 

a live video. This was shared publicly by the museum’s 

website on May 10 (here). This YouTube feed also 

http://www.prattmuseum.org/cliff-nesting-seabirds-of-gull-island-live/


  

allowed for convenient simulcast of the live stream in the Seldovia Village Museum. SVT 

Technology Manager Erik Pullman reported that the broadcast quality was quite good. 

Problems arose with the audio signal, causing one of the channels to emit noise instead of 

island audio. Jason travelled alone to the island on June 9, via the Torega, and repaired a 

few electrical connections which had become wet, spending about one hour on the island.   

In mid-June, the Pratt Museum was contacted by scientists with the USGS, working to study 

seabird populations in light of the 2015 die-off and low breeding numbers. Sodergren 

established a daily recording, before museum open hours, of several designated sites in 

view of the camera. This automated research data hopefully contributed to a better 

understanding of these seabirds’ recent challenges. 

The camera experienced numerous low-power days, often unable to broadcast due to low 

voltage. This was attributed to clouds as well as the alignment of the solar panels. The latter 

will be addressed during the 2017 season setup. Replacement batteries are already on hand.  

On September 16, 2016, Bartlett and 

Sodergren traveled to Gull Island via Bay 

Excursions to remove the camera, 

microphone, antenna, cabling, and fragile 

components. This trip lasted approximately 

1½ hours. The solar array and armature, as 

well as the aluminum camera armature 

remain on site in anticipation of the 2017 SeeBird Camera installation.  

No accidents or unplanned occurrences took place during the aforementioned trips to Gull 

Island. Docents and volunteers in the Marine Gallery (exhibit site of the video feed) were 

trained in respecting subsistence practices, and reported that the camera never broadcast 

images of egg harvesting on the island. 

 


